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1 Executive summary

The CoreGRID Virtual Institute on Problem Solving Environments, Tools and
Grid Systems (Work package 7, WP7) has as its main objective the develop-
ment of a generic component system that integrates application components,
tools/system components, PSE/portal components and infrastructure compo-
nents. The development of this system will allow users and developers to access
the so-called invisible Grid from easy to use programming and tool frameworks.

WP7 is divided into four tasks that concentrate on specific aspects of its
overall remit. Task 7.2 - Mediator Components - will be developing a suite of
components that mediate between applications and system components. These
include such capabilities as application steering, meta-data retrieval and service
discovery. The components delivering these capabilities will be integrated and
exposed via a runtime environment that acts as a gateway to system compo-
nents. This document proposes a set, or toolkit, of mediator components.
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2 Introduction

Task 7.2 - Mediator Components - will be developing a suite of components that
mediate between applications and system components. These components will
be derived from the ongoing developments of the partner institutions involved
in this task. The partners of task 7.2 are actively contributing to a number of
projects and research efforts, together significantly shaping the landscape of the
current work on integrating applications with systems, tools, and environments
for Grids.

USTUTT has experience from various Grid projects, including application
areas like biology, engineering, or parameter study applications [6]. Driven by
this experience, USTUTT has been developing some mediator components in
the past, like an application configurator and manager, and an application-level
meta-data repository for parameter study applications.

SZTAKI has developed the Mercury monitor architecture within the Grid-
Lab project [1]. Mercury is a scalable monitor system to collect trace informa-
tion coming from both running application processes or Grid resources. Since
Mercury uses pluggable sensors to observe the running jobs and their hosting
environments, it could be a perfect information collector tool for the CoreGRID
mediator components.

UoW has been working on the development of a lightweight reconfigurable
and extendable generic Grid platform. They identify and describe the very
minimal and essential features that a modern Grid system should always offer
and then provide any other functions as pluggable components. These pluggable
components can be brought on-line whenever necessary as demanded implicitly
by the application. With the support of adaptiveness, UoW sees their approach
as a solution towards a flexible dynamically reconfigurable Grid platform.

UPC is contributing its experience from the GRID superscalar project [4].
From this project, UPC has experience with requirements of higher-level appli-
cation toolkits on system and mediator components and their interfaces. Special
attention will be given to the application-level information cache system, the
application steering components and the application manager component.

The VUA group has years of experience in building actual systems for par-
allel and Grid computing. Most importantly in the context of WP7 are the
Java-based Ibis platform [9] that allows to run Java applications using highly
optimized communication mechanisms. The other, relevant platform is the Java
version of GridLab’s GAT [2] (Java GAT). This system allows access to Grid
resources like files, replica catalogues, to resource brokers, and has a monitoring
and event-handling subsystem. The experience gained in these projects will be
essential for building mediator components.

CYFRONET has an extensive experience in building on-line, interactive,
scalable monitoring systems for GRID applications, implemented in the OCM-
G system [3], developed within the CrossGrid project [5]. OCM-G can be used to
monitor HLA-based interactive Grid applications [8], incorporating performance
control of interactive simulations.

UNILE has developed the iGrid information service within the GridLab
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Project [1]. iGrid has a hierarchical architecture based on two servers fulfilling
different roles: the iServe server gathers local information and the iStore server
collects information related to all of registered iServes. The iStore servers can be
organized on different layers. The system, through a distributed query, gathers
information from the iGrid servers placed on the grid. Due to its distributed
architecture iGrid can be used as an information collector for CoreGRID medi-
ator components; it is complementary to the Mercury Monitoring Service and
can be integrated with mediator components in order to take advantage of both
an information system and a monitoring service.

3 Embedding into the generic component plat-

form

The research activities of WP7 are focused around the design of novel soft-
ware environments and tools for Grid systems. The main objective is to build a
generic component system that integrates application components, tools/system
components, problem solving environments (PSE)/portal components, and in-
frastructure components. Our adopted approach encompasses both the adoption
of the component model, and its integration to a tools framework, which con-
sists of an integrated components Grid platform, a component support toolkit,
and a generic problem-solving toolkit.

The generic Grid platform will facilitate the integration of component-based
applications with evenly component-based system software and support tools,
yielding an overall, integrated Grid component system. We intend to design and
build an integrated component system that has a single ”glue layer” between
all forms of components. Thus, most of the complexity of integrating the many
individual software items will be removed. A major additional benefit comes
from the fact that applications will have a direct and well-defined interface
to system and resource components. Also, system tools (brokers, application
managers, etc.) can interact with applications to tune and steer them.

For this purpose mediator components play a prominent role. The block
diagram of the envisioned generic Grid platform is shown in Figure 1. Here,
blue boxes indicate application codes and components, white boxes denote com-
ponents envisioned as “products” of CoreGRID’s WP7, and grey boxes show
third-party components and services. Arrows indicate the envisioned invocation
relationship.

In general, we distinguish between Grid-aware and Grid-unaware applica-
tions. Whereas the former intentionally access Grid resources via the runtime
environment, the latter only use the integrated toolkit from Task 7.3 which
shields the application from all Grid-related aspects by providing a Grid-related
API in terms of a set of basic components.

The runtime environment delegates API invocations to services and tools in
the Grid environment. An important part of this API is the steering interface
that allows treating an application as yet another component in the overall
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Figure 1: Envisioned generic component platform

component system. A security context layer shields the runtime system (and
hence the application) from the Grid environment.

The mediator components provide a uniform and integrated view from the
application on the lower-level components, services, and resources. Finally,
application managers, PSE’s, portals all provide user interfaces to the generic
component platform.

4 Proposal for a mediator component toolkit

The goal of the mediator component toolkit is to integrate system-component
capabilities into application code, achieving both steering of the application
and performance adaptation by the application to achieve the most efficient
execution on the available resources offered by the Grid.

By introducing such a set of components, resources and services in the Grid
get integrated into one overall system with homogeneous component interfaces.
The advantage of such a component system is that it abstracts from the many
software architectures and technologies used underneath. For example, in the
following, we use the term Grid services for referering to services offered within
a Grid platform, independent of the service architecture actually deployed, like
OGSA/OGSI or WSRF, or even both.

The strength of such a component-based approach is that it provides a ho-
mogeneous set of well-defined (component-level) interfaces to and between all
software systems in a Grid platform, ranging from portals and applications, via
mediator components to the underlying system software. The design of these
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interfaces is central to task 7.2 during the next months. The set of envisioned
mediator components, with their embedding in the generic component platform,
can be seen in Figure 1. We elaborate on them in the following.

Runtime environment

The runtime environment implements a set of component interfaces to
various kinds of Grid services and resources, like job schedulers, file sys-
tems, etc. Doing so, the runtime environment provides an abstraction
layer between application components and system components. The in-
terfaces are supposed to be implemented by a delegation mechanism that
forwards invocations to service providers. Examples of such runtime en-
vironments are the GAT [2], or the platform as envisioned by GGF’s
SAGA-RG group. None of these existing runtime environments, however,
incorporate a component-based organization. Integrating such a runtime
environment in a generic Grid platform is the objective of task 7.2.

Steering interface

A dedicated part of the runtime environment is the steering interface. This
component-level interface is supposed to make applications accessible by
system and user-interface components (like portals, PSE’s, or an applica-
tion manager) like any other component in the system. Adding such an
interface contributes to the complete integration of application and system
components by enabling communication in both directions. One obvious
additional use of such an interface would be a debugging interface for Grid
applications.

Application-level meta-data repository

This repository is supposed to store meta data about a specific application,
storing, e.g., timing or resource requirements from previous, related runs.
The collected information will be used by other components to support
resource management (location and selection) and to optimize further runs
of the applications automatically. The meta data to be stored in this
repository needs to use application-dependent schemas; the crux of its
design will be to provide efficient mechanisms for storage and retrieval
without built-in knowledge about data structures. The organisation of
such a repository with namespaces for users and applications will pose
further challenges. As this repository will encompass access to stable
storage, user authentication and authorization become important issues.

Application-level information cache

This component is supposed to provide a unified interface to deliver all
kinds of meta-data (e.g., from a GIS, a monitoring system, from application-
level meta data) to the application. Its purpose is twofold. First, it is sup-
posed to provide a unifying component interface to all data (independent
of its actual storage), including mechanisms for service and information
discovery. Second, this application-level cache is supposed to deliver the
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information really fast, cutting down access times of current implementa-
tions like Globus GIS (up to multiple seconds) to the order of a method
invocation. For the latter purpose, this component may have to prefetch
(poll) information from the various sources to provide them to the appli-
cation in time.

Application steering and tuning components

Controlling and steering of applications by the user, e.g. via application
managers, user portals, and PSE’s, requires a component-level interface
to give external components access to the application. Besides the steer-
ing interface, also dedicated steering components will be necessary, both
for mediating between application and system components, but also for
implementing pro-active steering systems, carrying their own threads of
activity. These components will have to interface with Grid monitoring
services and Grid resource brokers. This way, the steering components will
provide a framework for performance tuning, which can be used to improve
the execution time of applications automatically as well as for improving
services and tools which are involved in the environment. Steering and
tuning components are supposed to utilize both the application-level meta
data repository and the application-level information cache components.

Application manager component

The envisioned application manager component establishes a pro-active
user interface, in charge of tracking an application from submission to
successful completion. Such an application manager will be in charge
of guaranteeing such successful completion in spite of temporary error
conditions or performance limitations. (In other settings, such an active
component might be referred to as an agent.) For performing its task,
the application manager will need to interoperate with most of the other
mediator components, like the application itself (via the steering inter-
face), the application meta data repository and cache, as well as available
steering components.

The set of mediator components as described so far denotes the current
research scope of task 7.2. During the course of the work, this set will be refined
and enriched as new experience will be gained, and as practical experience with
implemented components will be gained.

5 Classification of mediator components

With respect to their functionality, their implementation, and their integration
into an overall Grid component platform, the proposed mediator components
can be categorized as in the following. Fig. 2 shows this categorization of the
components and services from Fig. 1.

1. Application-level components.
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Figure 2: Mediator component classification

This group of components is intended to be integrated directly with the
application code, and the corresponding process environment at runtime.
We distinguish two sub categories:

(a) Passive components.

These components are merely passive code, running within the appli-
cation’s process environment. They provide Grid-related functional-
ity to the application. These are the following:

• runtime environment
providing the general-purpose interface to the Grid, including
steering interface and security context (not shown in the figure)

• application manager
in a passive variant, providing a proxy to the application persis-
tence service (see below)

• application-level information cache
providing up-to-date status information about resources and their
performance

• tuning component
in a passive variant, using status information to tune application
performance

• steering component
providing a steering interface to the application

(b) Active components.
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For pro-active functionality, active components are beneficial that
operate as individual processes, in behalf of a given application, but
independent from the application itself. Such components are typi-
cally bundled with an instance of the runtime environment to form
an individual (application) process. Examples are:

• application manager
providing external requests to an application, possibly for paus-
ing or migrating an application

• tuning component
proactively monitoring resource performance and actively deliv-
ering related events to an application

2. Service-level components.

This group of components is closely-related to Grid services that are op-
erating persistently within a Grid platform (virtual organization). These
are the following components:

• service proxy components
providing a component interface wrapper to existing services like re-
source brokers or monitoring services

• application persistence service
providing a persistent service that ensures applications can run to
completion in spite of transient error conditions, without further user
interaction

3. Meta-data components.

This group of components provides access to meta data, both of applica-
tions and of other mediator components. Likely, a single implementation
will be able to serve all necessary instances of this group.

• application persistence data repository
providing persistent status information to the application persistence
service

• application-level meta data repository
providing persistent status information to individual applications

6 Summary

In this report, we have proposed a set of mediator comonents that will inte-
grate applications and Grid system and middleware services into a generic set
of software components, allowing for flexible integration of and communication
among these components. We have revisited the background of the research
groups involved in the work, have elaborated the embedding of mediator com-
ponents into a generic component platform, before outlining the set of proposed
mediator components itself. Finally, we have presented a catagorization of the
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envisioned mediator components in terms of their implementation and interplay
with other parts of the generic Grid platform.
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